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frqq: SOP for reopening/reversal of PO and change of wrong entries made in PP

module of ERP

s*$T,

Enclosed please find herewith the SOP for reopening/reversal of PO and change of

wrong entries made in PP module of ERP.

You are requested to kindly circulate to all the nodal officers/SME's dealing with PP

modules of your subsidiary.

Encl:As above

( gdneiT ),

gFRIF:

1. T6rqGi$tr' (ERP), soflg\rq

Coal India Limited
A Maharaora Company

(A Govt. of India Entcrprise)
CIN : L23 I O9WB 1973GolO28/4

Premises No-(X MAR, PlotNo. AF- Itr,
Action Area - lA, Now Town" Rajarhat

Kolkata =7W 156
Production Depprfuent

Tele Fax: O33 2324 5123
Email : prod.cil@co alindia- in
Website: www.coalindia.in

frqiq. :27.08.2o21

2. Partha Mishra, SME PP Module, ERP Deptt, CIL
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Bachqfgund:

CIL is in the process of implementation of ERP in all subsidiaries. WCL and MCL

have already implemented and are entering their production datas in the system. Other

subsidiaries are also in the process of implementation and shall go-live soon.

It has been observed in many instances that wrong entries have been made in the

system which needs to be corrected immediately. Needless to say that, if any wrong entry of

production is made in the system, it will affect the entire chain of other modules including cost

sheet and other financial transaction. In view of this, the correction has to be done immediately.

And for doing so, the PO needs to be reopened / reversed. ldeally there should be no changes

made once the datas are entered.

This SOP provides the guideline for reopening or reversal of PO in order to make

the correction if any wrong entry is made.

ldeally there should not be any wrong entry made in the system. Proper care must be

taken while entering the datas in the system. However, incase, by mistake if a wrong entry

is done in the SAP production system by the user, the user shall process a note through

e-mail / e-office giving details of the wrong entry made and correction required with

justification.

The proposed note for correction shall be forwarded to Area GM after recommendation

of the Mine Manager or PO/Agent.

Area GM will then approve the proposal and shall allow for correction of the wrong

entries in the System.

The access for change in data entries shall be limited and shall be either with Area GM or

GM (Prod), HQ.

Once the proposal is agreed by Area GM, the same shall be corrected by Area GM office

or GM (prod) HQ using login idlpw of Area GM/ GM(Prod),HQ duly assisted by

representative of service provider (Tech M or Accenture).

While executing such correction by reopening/reversing the PO's, the cause/ justification

of such reversal/ reopening shall be properly documented and posted in the comment

box of transaction in SAP.

This SOP shall be followed strictly.
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